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The Toronto Ink Company was founded in 2014 by
designer and artist Jason Logan as a citizen science
experiment to make eco-friendly, urban ink from streetharvested pigments. In Make Ink, Logan delves into the
history of inkmaking and the science of distilling pigment
from the natural world. Readers will learn how to forage
for materials such as soot, rust, cigarette butts, peach
pits, and black walnut, then how to mix, test, and
transform these ingredients into rich, vibrant inks that are
sensitive to both place and environment. Organized by
color, and featuring lovely minimalist photography
throughout, Make Ink combines science, art, and craft to
instill the basics of ink making and demonstrate the
beauty and necessity of engaging with one of mankind’s
oldest tools of communication.
When an angry midget at a traveling carnival promises
Roger something that could change his life, he never
thought it would come in the form of a magic pen. Now,
anything the introverted college student writes becomes
true, and with its power, he’ll finally be able to take
revenge on the bullies who have tormented him over the
years. There’s just one problem. A group of assassins
will do anything to get the pen, he accidentally made a
entire squad of dancers into slaves, and his best friend
somehow got an all-powerful mech. Maybe that’s three
problems, but either way, Roger might just find out that
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the pen is mightier. PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS A
GRAPHIC STORY FEATURING HOT SEX, A DUDE
WHO HAS A MAGIC PEN, AWESOME WEAPONS,
VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE, MORE SEX, A HAREM,
CHEERLEADERS, STRIPPERS, NINJAS, ASSASSINS,
MURDER, MORE SEX, GAMBLING, HELICOPTER
EXPLOSIONS, A BITCHY BOSS, MECHS, A BULLY
WHO GETS WHAT IS COMING TO HIM, AND AN MC
WHO STRUGGLES WITH TRYING TO BE A GOOD
PERSON WHILE HAVING ULTIMATE POWER. DO
THE MATH, PLEASE.
It should have been the high life for Roger. Magic pen
that makes nearly anything he writes come true, a small
army of hot, capable women, and his best friend by his
side in Las Vegas. What more could a guy ask for?
Unfortunately, Roger has a problem. A pen user with a
power unlike anything he’s seen before has set his
sights on Las Vegas. The thing is, Roger kind of likes
Las Vegas how it is, after all, most of his stuff is there.
And what’s more, no one threatens his women or his
city. Now, he’ll do anything to protect his people and his
city, even if it means taking a trip to Monaco to infiltrate a
high stakes poker game, hobnobbing with eccentric
billionaires, and befriending the former Miss Tennessee.
Though not necessarily in that order. Hey, it might not be
easy, but someone’s got to do it, right? PLEASE NOTE:
THIS IS A GRAPHIC STORY FEATURING HOT SEX, A
DUDE WHO HAS A MAGIC PEN, AWESOME
WEAPONS, VIOLENCE, NON-VIOLENCE, MORE SEX,
A HAREM, CHEERLEADERS, STRIPPERS, NINJAS,
ASSASSINS, MURDER, MORE SEX, HIGH-STAKES
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POKER, FASHION MODELS, MECHANICAL POWER
SUITS, AND AN MC WHO STRUGGLES WITH TRYING
TO BE A GOOD PERSON WHILE HAVING ULTIMATE
POWER. DO THE MATH, PLEASE.
Pen & Ink is packed with page after page of bite-sized
creative sketching tips and accessible advice, and offers
aspiring artists the freedom to dip in and out for practical
information or flick through for fresh inspiration and
ideas. Exploring around 200 pieces of artwork by young
contemporary artists, Pen & Ink highlights and examines
the different techniques, qualities, and effects relating to
each piece. Organized into chapters according to the
technique exemplified (e.g.water soluble, mixed media)
artwork is featured large and luscious, accompanied by
extended captions, insightful tips, and practical advice. A
detailed index at the front of the book also groups the
paintings according to three main categories: Principles
(e.g. composition), Media, Type of sketch (e.g. abstract),
and Subject (e.g. nature). Listing each page where
similar examples may be found, this category index
enables the reader to easily identify and cross reference
subjects that have been painted in similar styles.
Throughout the book, useful information and practical
tips are provided on a wide range of topics such as tone,
perspective, color, and much more besides. Readers are
encouraged to discover the various ways in which similar
subjects and styles are executed by different artists,
while also being inspired to use the tips in the book as a
way of building on their existing skills. Offering a bold,
refreshing change from other run-of-the-mill art books,
Pen & Ink adopts the unique approach of accessing
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practical information via the images, focusing on the way
subjects can be treated using a whole range of different
drawing techniques, rather than looking at how to master
one single style. This gives the reader a much wider skill
set—allowing them to capture or create the essence of
any image in a variety of different ways.
Arthur L. Guptill's classic Rendering in Pen and Ink has
long been regarded as the most comprehensive book
ever published on the subject of ink drawing. This is a
book designed to delight and instruct anyone who draws
with pen and ink, from the professional artist to the
amateur and hobbyist. It is of particular interest to
architects, interior designers, landscape architects,
industrial designers, illustrators, and renderers. Contents
include a review of materials and tools of rendering;
handling the pen and building tones; value studies; kinds
of outline and their uses; drawing objects in light and
shade; handling groups of objects; basic principles of
composition; using photographs, study of the work of
well-known artists; on-the-spot sketching; representing
trees and other landscape features; drawing architectural
details; methods of architectural rendering; examination
of outstanding examples of architectural rendering;
solving perspective and other rendering problems;
handling interiors and their accessories; and finally,
special methods of working with pen including its use in
combination with other media. The book is profusely
illustrated with over 300 drawings that include the work
of famous illustrators and renderers of architectural
subjects such as Rockwell Kent, Charles Dana Gibson,
James Montgomery Flagg, Willy Pogany, Reginald Birch,
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Harry Clarke, Edward Penfield, Joseph Clement Coll,
F.L. Griggs, Samuel V. Chamberlain, Louis C.
Rosenberg, John Floyd Yewell, Chester B. Price, Robert
Lockwood, Ernest C. Peixotto, Harry C. Wilkinson,
Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue, and Birch Burdette Long.
Best of all, Arthur Guptill enriches the text with drawings
of his own.
An updated edition of the classic work on ink drawing,
providing comprehensive instruction in, information about,
and illustration of all aspects and techniques of rendering
Advertising material from the Weevilnip Co. of Birmingham,
Alabama, which sold a product to kill boll weevils. Weevilnip
Sam was an African American advertising character who
commented on life in general; all drawings include a
Weevilnip billboard in the background.
Ink from the Pen is the story of an educated, HIV+ gay man
whose decades-long walk on the wild side came crashing
down in 2004, when he found himself facing nine months in
prison for dealing the crystal meth he'd become addicted to
during the worst of the AIDS epidemic. An accomplished
writer, Olmsted soon discovered his love of words was
precisely what would get him through the experience. With a
keen eye for the finely-observed detail and an unerring
capacity to deftly convey the poignancy and absurdities of
incarceration, Mark learned that creativity is one of the most
powerful survival tools there is. "This is a haunting and
beautiful story from the depths of the California state prison
system, of people found and left behind, acts of defiant joy,
tender moments of generosity, soul-searching, and looking
desperately for glimmers in the darkness. Characters with
such rich and vivid names as Jack Hammer, Drifter, Thumper
and Chainsaw may have been forgotten by society, but
Olmsted puts them in such indelible ink you will carry them
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with you long after you close this remarkable memoir." Kathy Hepinstall, The Book of Polly

Sometimes the voices in your head are real. Lillim
Callina is crazy, at least, that's what the doctors tell
her. Still, despite their insistence that everything is
normal, that monsters don't really hide under the bed
and werewolves don't really howl at the moon, Lillim
can't shake the feeling they're just plain wrong. So
what's a girl just released from a mental hospital to
do? Pretend. And that's what Lillim does. Pretend
everything is normal. Pretend her school is real.
Pretend the cute boy is really walking with her down
the hall. Pretend her mother isn't really dead.
Because if she doesn't, they'll toss her back in crazy
jail and throw away the key. If that happens, there
will be no way for her to escape, assuming, of
course, that she isn't actually crazy.
Arthur never expected to wind up in Hell. At least,
not because he found an ancient sword in a
pawnshop. To make matters worse, Hell isn't as he
thought. It's a desolate wasteland under siege by an
all-consuming void known as the Darkness. Now,
he's trapped with no way home, a ragtag army of
women, and a sword whose only power is to modify
the abilities of those around him. Not exactly winning
odds. Worse, if the Darkness isn't stopped, not only
will it devour Hell, but Earth will be next on the menu.
Have you ever noticed that ink pens end up having
no specific owner? There are people who try to hold
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on to a certain ink pen, but eventually their efforts
fail. They lend them to someone or lose them and
others pick them up. They circulate through life and
just seem to be the property of the universe as they
pass from one person to another. Have you ever
thought about the travels of an ink pen or, should I
say, the life of an ink pen? This origin story begins
the series of a brave pen, Vick Bick, and follows him
on his grand adventures! After you read this, you will
never look at an ink in the same way.
"The classic book on pen and ink techniques for artists,
illustrators, architects, and designers"--Cover.
I love the way you ink! For illustrator Ayano Usamura,
her first time drawing in fountain pen was a revelation.
The easy flow of ink spurred her creativity and gave
character to every line. Even the simplest letters and
doodles came to life! Now, with her trusty LAMY Safari in
hand, Usamura shares the joy of fountain pens. You’ll
learn to: choose the perfect pen (and take good care of
it) simply sketch adorable foods, clothing, plants, and
household objects write stylishly in block and cursive
letters—and create narrow, bold, 3-D, serif, and
calligraphy effects embellish journals, labels,
scrapbooks, and cards with decorative frames and
borders design layouts that bring all these elements
together, and put your personal touch on seven easy
crafts! How to Draw and Write in Fountain Pen includes
everything you need to get started: Pull-out practice
paper: The paper at the end of this book is just right for
pen and ink! Mini tracing booklet: The booklet inside the
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front cover is filled with sample doodles and designs you
can trace for worry-free practice. Handy built-in pocket:
Store the booklet, your drawings, and anything you like
inside the back-cover pocket. Just add a fountain pen!
First published in 1958 Montgomerys memoirs cover the
full span of his career first as a regimental officer in the
Royal Warwickshire Regiment and then as a Staff
Officer. His choice of the Warwickshires was due to his
lack of money. He saw service in India before impressing
with his courage, tactical skill and staff ability in the Great
War. Despite his tactless uncompromising manner his
career flourished between the wars but it was during the
retreat to Dunkirk that his true brilliance as a commander
revealed itself. The rest is history but in this
autobiography we can hear Monty telling his side of the
story of the great North African Campaign followed by
the even more momentous battles against the enemy
and, sadly, the Allies as he strove for victory in North
West Europe. His interpretation of the great campaign is
of huge importance and reveals the deep differences that
existed between him and Eisenhower and other leading
figures. His career ended in disappointment and
frustration being temperamentally unsuited to Whitehall
and the political machinations of NATO.
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